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MADRID: Spain’s caretaker government
yesterday said it aimed to cut the public
deficit this year and next at a slower pace
than originally agreed with Brussels, after
a wide miss on 2015 targets left it scram-
bling to plug a budget gap. Madrid wants
to whittle down the deficit to 3.6 percent
of economic output in 2016 from a previ-
ous target of 2.8 percent, which would
have met the 3 percent threshold recom-
mended by the European Commission. 

It projects that goal will now only be
reached in 2017, with a deficit at 2.9 per-
cent of gross domestic product instead of
the 1.4 percent previously forecast. The

acting centre-right government - in place
since an inconclusive national election in
December left parties short of a majority
and unable to agree on a coalition - said
sticking to the original targets could hurt
an economic recovery. “It would have
required a very significant budget adjust-
ment,” acting Economy Minister Luis de
Guindos told parliament.

He confirmed Spain was lowering its
annual growth forecasts for 2016 to 2.7
percent from 3 percent previously, and
citing a slowdown in the world economy.
“The new budget plan is in line with the
situation we had at the end of 2015 and

will allow us to reduce the deficit without
putting the pace of growth at risk,” he
said. In spite of spending cuts by the pre-
vious People’s Party (PP) administration
and a rebound over the past two years
after a prolonged recession, Spain has
struggled to bring its public deficit in line
with Brussels’ demands. Tax cuts brought
in months before the December election
partly contributed to a wide deficit miss
last year.

Spanish regions, which manage their
own budgets in areas such as education
and healthcare, also overspent, driving
the deficit to 5 percent of gross domestic

product rather than the 4.2 percent target
agreed with the European Commission. In
a joint statement with the European
Central Bank, the Commission warned
yesterday that Spain’s efforts to cut the
deficit, one of the highest in the euro
zone, had dwindled. “The needed
progress on fiscal consolidation has come
to a halt, with part of the structural
adjustment implemented in earlier years
being reversed,” they said.

Further reforms were needed to rebal-
ance the economy, they added, in a
country still suffering from one of the
highest unemployment rates in Europe,

at 20 percent of the workforce. The politi-
cal stalemate has stifled momentum for
further structural changes this year, how-
ever, and the prospect of fresh elections
at the end of June if parties cannot agree
on a government this month would sup-
pose more delays. 

Brussels has yet to formally sign off on
the new deficit goals envisaged by
Madrid. Spain’s acting government has
also tweaked forecasts for its public debt
to GDP ratios, elevating the 2016 target to
99.1 percent of output from 98.5 percent
previously, and the 2017 goal to 99.0 per-
cent from 96.5 percent. — Reuters

Spain targets slower deficit cut to preserve growth

BEIJING: China’s leaders sound more confident
that the world’s second-largest economy has
arrested a slide in growth to quarter-century
lows, but their policy advisers caution it is too
early to call an end to a cycle of easing that
began in 2014. Signs the economy is picking up
give the central bank room to keep its policy
powder dry for now so it has the ammunition
later to cope with any possible shocks from
domestic economic restructuring and expected
US rate rises, the policy insiders said. 

“We still need to loosen policy and there is
room for cutting interest rates, but the urgency
for doing so has been reduced,” said one policy
adviser. The advisers requested anonymity
because of the sensitivity of the matter. Data on
Friday showed that the annual pace of economic
growth slowed to 6.7 percent in the first quarter,
its weakest pace since early 2009. Growth for all
of 2015 was the slowest in 25 years.

But stronger-than-anticipated activity indica-
tors for March suggested the economy was gain-
ing momentum as it headed into the second
quarter, fuelled partly by a surge of new debt.
Industrial output, exports and retail sales were
all surprisingly strong. Rather than celebrating,
China’s main stock indexes ended slightly lower
on Friday on worries that the data would prompt
Beijing to ease up on providing extra policy sup-
port for the economy. Since late 2014, the cen-
tral bank has cut interest rates six times in its
most aggressive easing campaign since the
global financial crisis. I t has also cut bank
reserves - the bank reserve requirement (RRR) -
five times. Reducing reserves frees up cash that

the banks can then use for lending.
But three government economists said they

still expected the People’s Bank of China (PBOC)
to cut bank reserves three or four times this year
and reduce official interest rates at least once.
Policy decisions have been made more difficult
by the financial markets turmoil in 2015 and ear-
ly this year. Leaders have been wary of cutting
interest rates excessively in case it revives down-
ward pressure on the yuan and fresh capital out-
flows. “A rise in inflation has narrowed room for
further interest rate cuts and RRR cuts may not
happen soon as capital outflows ease,” said an
economist at a top government think-tank.

To be sure, the central bank can use other
policy tools, including special lending facilities,
to help cushion the economic pain from restruc-
turing the economy, even as the government
leans more on fiscal spending and tax cuts to
support growth. “The window is open as the
central bank wants to boost liquidity and lower
borrowing costs, but the central bank has many
means - it has developed many new policy
tools,” said Zhang Jun, dean of Fudan University’s
School of Economics. The central bank did not
respond to emailed requests for comment.

Bottoming out?
China’s economic slowdown in recent years

has caused jitters in world markets at a time when
the government wants to reduce a reliance on
industry in favour of services and consumers.
Leaders have sounded more positive about the
economy in recent weeks. On April 8, Premier Li
Keqiang said China’s economic indicators had

shown signs of improvement in the first quarter,
although such improvement was not solid yet
due to a sluggish world economy and market
volatility. “The overall situation is better than
expected,” Li was quoted by state media as saying.

Some market economists agree. After March
inflation data, ANZ Bank scaled back its expecta-
tions for monetary policy easing this year to one
more RRR cut this year, instead of three. On
Friday, UBS upgraded its 2016 economic growth
forecast to 6.6 percent from 6.2 percent, and said
it no longer expected an interest rate cut this
year. But the investment bank said there were
concerns about the sustainability of growth and
about debt. Indeed, there was a surge of new
debt at the start of 2016 which could have
helped the economy gain strength in March.
Yuan loans rose 25 percent over a year earlier.

Rising debt levels in China is a concern
though. In a report last week, the International
Monetary Fund flagged the risks of commercial
bank loans to the corporate sector, saying 15.5
percent of them, or $1.3 trillion, were now held
by borrowers without sufficient income to cover
interest payments. 

Continued strong lending to a weakening
corporate sector would sap potential economic
growth because the loans would only refinance
existing debt rather than new projects, the IMF
said. “China is climbing a ridge in its restructur-
ing, the restructuring pain continues, the real
economy has more difficulties and the down-
ward pressure cannot be ignored,” Sheng Laiyun,
spokesman of the National Bureau of Statistics,
said on Friday.— Reuters

China growth hopes reduce 

urgency of more stimulus 

PBOC fears excessive easing may re-ignite pressure

SEOUL: South Korea’s Central Bank lowered
its growth forecast for Asia’s fourth-largest
economy yesterday, citing the country’s
weak first-quarter economic performance
and a downgrade in the global economic
outlook. But it kept its policy rate steady for
this month. The Bank of Korea said that
South Korea’s economy will likely expand
2.8 percent this year over a year earlier,
down from the 3.0 percent expansion pre-
dicted in January, but an improvement
from 2015 when South Korea’s economy
eked out 2.6 percent growth.

The forecast reinforces worries the econ-
omy is on the cusp of a low-growth period.
The bank revised its inflation outlook to 1.2
percent from 1.4 percent. Last week, the
International Monetary Fund revised its
forecasts for global growth in 2016 to 3.2
percent from the 3.4 percent predicted in
January. It also downgraded its outlook for
major economies including the United
States, Japan and Europe. South Korea’s
exports have suffered due to softening
demand from China, its top trading partner.
Steelmakers and shipbuilders posted losses
last year while the fall in crude oil prices
reduced the value of exports by South
Korea’s oil refining companies.

The central bank governor, Lee Ju-yeol

said South Korea should see a modest
recovery during the rest of the year, thanks
to signs of improvement in the Chinese
economy and a modest recovery in crude
oil prices. But, “While those uncertainties
have lessened, it is difficult to say that they
are fundamentally resolved,” Lee told
reporters. The central bank expects exports
to improve thanks to the recovery in
advanced economies. But the improve-
ment would not be strong enough to sup-
port a full recovery, so South Korea’s econo-
my must rely mostly on domestic demand.
Sectors that suffer from overcapacity and
weak global demand, such as shipping, are
due for an overhaul.

Though the bank kept its monthly poli-
cy rate at a record low 1.5 percent, expecta-
tions are growing of another rate cut, fol-
lowing two cuts last year. Some analysts
said the revised forecast was a tad opti-
mistic. “The BOK’s downgraded outlook still
remains optimistic as exports will likely
decline further,  the housing market contin-
ues to taper off and elevated corporate
credit risks should reduce business invest-
ment. All of these downside risks should
more than offset resilient private consump-
tion,” said Kwon Young Sun, an analyst at
Nomura International. — AP 

KUWAIT: To support commercial vehicles fleet cus-
tomers, the Commercial Vehicles Division of Abdul
Rahman Albisher & Zaid Alkazemi Co (A&A) in coop-
eration with Daimler Commercial Vehicles MENA
(DCV MENA), organized a “Mercedes-Benz Field
Force” campaign to visit clients’ fleet workshops
around Kuwait from 2 April to 7 April 2016. During
the campaign this year, there was a Workshop open
day for the technicians & drivers of Mercedes-Benz
commercial vehicles, held at Ahmadi CV workshop
in order to train them on the basics of perfect han-
dling to Mercedes-Benz trucks.

“One of our core objectives of this initiative is to
strengthen the relationship with our customers,
screening the technical conditions of his fleet to
safeguard their Mercedes-Benz commercial vehi-
cles operation, asses their drivers capabilities and
improving their product knowledge for a profes-
sional, efficient and safe operation of their vehicles”
commented Ralph Geyer (General Manager of
Commercial vehicles& Daimler Buses at Abdul
Rahman Albisher & Zaid Alkazemi Co.) 

He added “This initiative presents a full support-
ing team to our customers, comprising service,
parts and sales experts from A&A at the customer’s
premises, with the additional valuable collabora-
tion of Mercedes-Benz experts from Daimler
Commercial Vehicles MENA (DCV MENA), to sup-
port our clients’ operations on-site, It is our aim to
work closely with our customers helping them to
ensure a smooth and efficient operation of their
fleets and caring about your assets.”

For the 2nd year, a Workshop open day for the
technicians & drivers of Mercedes-Benz commercial
vehicles customers, held at Ahmadi CV workshop
in order to train them on the basics of perfect han-
dling of their Mercedes-Benz trucks, Including a
presentations and lessons by DCV MENA experts
on site with theoretical and practical training on
the right handling and the basic daily checkup for
their trucks which will ensure an efficient perform-
ance of the vehicle.

A&A and DCV MENA’s proactive team per-
formed a mobile workshop services, offering to
customer’svaluable facts: Free vehicle technical
inspection check-ups and diagnosis; Driver assess-
ment and on-site training on Mercedes-Benz
Actros trucks; Maintenance and repair technical

advice and tips; Offering special Service repair
packages; Special promotion of Service &
Maintenance Contracts; Competitive prices on
spare parts packages.

Ralph Geyer confirmed “This initiative provides
an ideal opportunity to further support our cus-
tomers at their premises in Kuwait, providing them
with specialist support and technical advice to
ensure a safe and efficient operation of their fleet,
especially to these often difficult to reach and
remote areas as there are increasing projects in
sectors related to transportation, oilfield services,
contracting and ready-mix concrete operations” 

Field Force team will cover many technical

points during the inspection of the trucks at the
customer’s premises.  The Driver Training Program
will educate drivers core competencies, defensive
and economic driving, in order to ensure trucks are
operated at their optimum efficiency with upmost
safety. Heavy trucks can pose a great threat to light
vehicles if they are not in perfect technical condi-
tions. Drivers need to be intensively trained on
road safety for the wellbeing and protection of oth-
er road users. The organizing of the Mercedes-Benz
Field Force further verifies A&A’s commitment of
providing superior services with the passion to
exceed all expectations and under our slogan
“Customer Satisfaction is our driving force”.

SEOUL: People pass by the headquarters of Bank of Korea in Seoul, South Korea yes-
terday. — AP

S Korea Central Bank 

cuts growth forecast

DUBAI: MasterCard yesterday announced
the appointment of Khalid Elgibaly as
Division President for Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) - effective 8 May,
2016. With a network of
offices and local centers
across the region, MENA is an
extremely important market
for the business and Khalid
will play instrumental role in
driving commercial growth,
executing the growing and
emerging technology pay-
ment opportunities in the
region, and also deepening
business alliances with
MasterCard’s key partners
and stakeholders. He will be
based in Dubai. 

Khalid brings a wealth of experience to
this role. Most recently, he worked for
HSBC Middle East (HBME), where he was
the Regional Head of Retail Banking &
Wealth Management for MENA. Khalid
also worked with Standard Chartered Bank

(SCB), Barclays and Citigroup, where he
held several senior roles including Head of
Consumer Banking, Chief Executive Officer
for SCB Pakistan, Chief Executive Officer for

Barclays Egypt and Head for
Global Consumer Bank for
Citigroup Egypt. 

Commenting on the
appointment, Raghu
Malhotra, President, Middle
East and Africa for MasterCard
said:”We see enormous
potential for the Middle East
and North Africa region and
with Khalid joining the team,
we will continue to build on
our existing strong business
base across the region. Khalid
has a very strong and success-

ful track record in the industry and we
look forward to him leading our growth
in MENA.” Khalid holds a BA degree in
Economics from the American University
in Cairo and an MBA from Strathclyde
Graduate Business School in Glasgow. 

MasterCard names Khalid as 

Division President for MENA

Khalid Elgibaly

A&A Commercial Vehicles Division organizes 

‘Mercedes-Benz Field Force’ campaign 2016

DOHA: Qatar Airways is preparing to bring its
unique offering to the Arabian Travel Market
(ATM), the Middle East’s leading travel trade fair
taking place in Dubai from 25-28 April 2016. This
year, Qatar Airways will showcase the award-
winning service and hospitality that the airline is
renowned for, making memorable experiences
for passengers world-wide. At its state-of-the-art
exhibition stand, Qatar Airways will give visitors
a premier experience in its A380 First Class cabin,
which takes luxury travel to new heights. The
cabin, featuring ultra-wide seats, privacy dividers
and the flexibility to convert the space into a ful-
ly flat bed or extend a table to invite a guest to
dine with them, provides travelers a haven of
tranquility and relaxation while cruising at Mach
0.85 for business or leisure. 

Visitors can also get a feel for the luxuriously
appointed Dubai Premium Lounge located in
Dubai International Airport’s Concourse D
Available to Qatar Airways First and Business
Class passengers and Privilege Club Platinum,
Gold and Silver members, the Dubai Premium
Lounge is a modern and sophisticated space
where travelers can relax and rejuvenate before

their journey. The recently opened lounge is dec-
orated with artistic Arabic calligraphy,
Mediterranean-style tiles and calming water
fountains, featuring private family areas, shower
facilities, spacious seating areas and an interna-
tional cuisine buffet. 

Speaking on the airline’s involvement in
Arabian Travel Market for this year, Qatar Airways
Group Chief Executive, His Excellency Akbar Al
Baker said: “Arabian Travel Market has consistent-
ly been one of the most exciting platforms for us
to participate in, providing us with the opportu-
nity to network with our passengers and part-
ners alike. We are looking forward to recreating
the unique Qatar Airways experience at our
stand this year, enabling visitors to get a true
taste of what it means to be a Qatar Airways pas-
senger travelling to any one of our more than
150 global destinations.” Several senior represen-
tatives from Qatar Airways will be present during
the event. On day one, HE Al Baker will hold a
press conference to discuss the airline’s expan-
sion plans, upcoming developments, and the
newest additions to its growing portfolio of
offerings. 

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait, a member of the
international Ooredoo Group, has recently
announced adding new benefits and dis-
counts to Shamel plans, where it enables
customers to subscribe to Shamel without
committing to paying monthly installments
for a smart phone within the package. The
new offer enables customers who possess
the latest handsets, or are content with the
ones they already have to subscribe to
Shamel plans without commitment on
devices, to either commit to a 24-month
contact to receive a 30% discount on their
monthly bills, or opt a for 12-month con-
tract and receive a 20% discount. 

Commenting on the new offer, Mijbil
Alayoub, Director of Corporate
Communications at Ooredoo Kuwait said:
“The new Shamel plans have witnessed
great success, both customers’ feedback
and sales figures demonstrated this. Our
main goal as a company is to meet our val-
ued customers’ needs; therefore, we have
further revamped those plans, adding new
benefits and special discounts which will
apply for the different requirements of our

customers” Ooredoo subscribers can now
enjoy the privilege of freezing their contract
for up to 3 months a year when they travel,
without worrying about paying bills for
months that they don’t use. 

Additionlly, Ooredoo now allows cus-
tomers to transfer contracts to other cus-
tomers even during the contract period,
with no penalties or extra fees. 

Keeping up with the lifestyle of its cus-
tomers, Ooredoo also allows customers to
get an additional device on top of their cur-
rent plan, in installments, without paying
extra fees. 

Additionally, all Shamel subscribers can
enjoy unlimited calls on the Ooredoo net-
work, in addition to other perks such as
minute and data rollover, to ensure that
they are making full use of their package.
For more information about the Shamel
Packages and the new benefits, visit one of
Ooredoo’s branches or dealers across
Kuwait. You can also visit
http://shamelr2.itp17.com/en/packages or
contact the customer care center on 1805
555 or 121 for Ooredoo subscribers. 

Ooredoo adds new benefits,
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